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Covid is certainly keeping us on our toes, in lock down out of lockdown and all the rule 
changes are difficult to keep up with. At the moment we can use the hall again subject 
to the density rules and the indoor mask rules. For those wanting to hire the density 
rule of 1 person per 4sqm can be reduced if there is a Covid Marshal at the door 
ensuring everyone has signed in. To make that process easier we have both a manual 
and phone check in service, we understand that not everyone can access the phone 
app.  
 
I’d like to just take a moment to mention the passing of long time hall member 
Gwen McIntosh. Gwen was a great Wandong person and over the years was 
involved in so many things around Wandong. We are poorer for losing her and 
to Bob, Cheryl, Annette and Andrew our deepest sympathy. Vale Gwen  
 
Our regular user groups are always keen to have more people come along they are 
listed below:  
• The Craft group attend every Monday, it’s an informal group, bring along some 

lunch, and something to do if you feel like it.. There is always someone on hand to 
help with crafty questions in the group and this has been our longest running group.  

• The Lightwood Flats book club meet monthly - contact is Annie Beaman Ph: 5787 
1698  

• Wandong Country Knitters also meet monthly, contact is Coralee Souter. Ph: 0479 
163 548  

• Wandong Heathcote Junction Community Group hold a monthly meeting Contact 
Allen Hall Ph: 0413 832 411  

• Wandong History Group Monthly meeting – Di Vidal Ph 57871314  
 
The hall is available for hire phone Christine for bookings on 0448 604 770. Christine 
has an answering service so please leave a message if she cannot answer the phone, 
she will respond to all enquiries promptly.  
Stay safe, Karen 


